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SRE Network is a network of over 160 Jewish organizations rooted in a shared commitment to safety, respect, and equity for all. We inspire meaningful change in workplaces and communal spaces by bringing people together to address gender-based harassment, discrimination, and inequity. Our work is focused on building community, research & learning, and strategic community investments, using an intersectional lens of gender justice.
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OVERVIEW
SRE Network serves as a multiplier through our community investments portfolio, which encompasses grantmaking and investments in partnerships with experts, trainers, and practitioners in the Jewish community and beyond to provide support to SRE Network members, Jewish workplaces, and the field at large.

To date, SRE Network has invested over $5M in five years in grants and supports to advance safety, respect, and equity with a focus on addressing gender-based harassment, discrimination, and inequity.

2022

In 2022, SRE Network awarded twenty-six grants totaling $1.2 million. Grant areas included Renewal Grants, Spring Grants (gender justice with an intersectional lens and support to victim-survivors of sexual harassment or abuse), Fall Grants (capacity-building support for SRE members), and Strategic Grants.

Grant Renewals
Footsteps
Gender Equity in Hiring Project
Jewish Women International (Here for You)
Moving Traditions (Culture Shift)
Sacred Spaces
Shalom Hartman Institute of North America (Created Equal)
Ta’amod
Women’s Rabbinic Network

Spring Grants
Beloved + Yeshivat Maharat (Breaking the Glass Ceiling: Orthodox Women in Senior Leadership Roles)
JCADA (Victim Advocacy)
Jewtina Y Co. (PUENTES Fellowship)
Organization for the Resolution of Agunot (ORA) (Support Group and Helpline Expansion)
SVIVAH (Restorative Torah Beit Midrash)
TischPDX (Emerging Jewish Leadership Incubator)
Fall Grants
ALEPH: Alliance for Jewish Renewal
Footsteps
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life
Jewish Federations of North America
Mishkan Chicago
Network of Jewish Human Service Agencies
SketchPad
Yeshivat Maharat

Strategic Grants
Central Conference of American Rabbis (CCAR), in partnership with the Rabbinical Assembly (RA), and Reconstructionist Rabbinical Association (RRA) *(Cross-Denominational Ethics Process Re-Envisioning)*
Elluminate (formerly JWFNY) *(Jewish Women CEO’s Initiative)*
Jewish Women International *(Here For You Expansion to Jewish day schools)*
National Council of Jewish Women (NCJW) *(73 Forward: Jewish Movement for Abortion Justice)*

2021

In 2021, SRE Network awarded over $900,000 to eighteen organizations. Grant areas included Renewal Grants, Fall Grants (gender justice with an intersectional lens and support to victim-survivors of sexual harassment or abuse), and Strategic Grants.

Grant Renewals
Gender Equity in Hiring Project
Jewish Women International *(Men as Allies)*
Moving Traditions *(CultureShift Video Series)*
Sacred Spaces
Shalom Bayit
Shalom Hartman Institute of North America *(Created Equal Project)*
Ta’amod
Women’s Rabbinic Network
In 2020, in response to the COVID pandemic, SRE Network awarded eleven grants totaling $500,000 to key grantee partners to fortify existing investments in the areas of gender justice, and to help ensure safety, respect, and equity issues remain on the Jewish communal agenda during and beyond the pandemic period.

**Fall Grants**

JCADA *(Jewish Community Connections, A Holistic Approach to Abuse Prevention)*  
Kamochah *(Bat Melech, An Empowerment Program for Girls)*  
Kohenet *(Kohenet Hebrew Priestess Institute)*  
Lilith *(Here We Are: Personal Stories of Gender Injustice)*  
MyZuzah *(Mezuzahs for Victim-Survivors)*  
New Voices *(New Voices Magazine)*  
Sacred Spaces *(Including the Voices of Victim-Survivors in Case Consultations)*

**Strategic Grants**

Rabbinical Assembly *(Clergy Ethics Initiative)*  
Southern Arizona SRE Task Force  
TIME’S UP Foundation *(Legal Defense Fund administered by National Women's Law Center)*

**2020**

In 2020, in response to the COVID pandemic, SRE Network awarded eleven grants totaling $500,000 to key grantee partners to fortify existing investments in the areas of gender justice, and to help ensure safety, respect, and equity issues remain on the Jewish communal agenda during and beyond the pandemic period.

**COVID Response Grants**

Footsteps  
Gender Equity in Hiring Project  
Jewish Women International  
Jewish Women’s Archive  
JWNFY: Ta’amod  
Moving Traditions  
Sacred Spaces  
Shalom Bayit  
Shalom Hartman Institute of North America *(Created Equal Project)*  
Slingshot *(Gender Lens Project)*  
Women’s Rabbinic Network
In 2019, SRE Network awarded a total of $1.86 million to sixteen organizations. Grant areas included Field-Building and Capacity building.

**Field-Building Grants**

The Jewish Education Project (*Professional Development Networks*)
Foundation for Jewish Camp and Prizmah: Center for Jewish Day Schools (*Creating Standards of Safety, Respect, and Equity in Jewish Camps and Day Schools*)
JCCA of North America (*Creating a Field-Wide Culture of Safety, Respect, Equity across JCC Communities*)
Jewish Women International (*Men as Allies*)
JWFNY: Ta’amod (*Ta’amod: Stand Up!*)
Leading Edge (*Why is there a Gender Gap in Leadership in the Jewish Nonprofit Sector?*)
Moving Traditions (*Culture Shift*)
Sacred Spaces (*Sacred Spaces’ Accreditation: Research and Tool Development*)
Shalom Bayit (*WE COMMIT Bay Area: A model of Jewish communal response to Sexual Harassment and Gender Based Violence*)
Shalom Hartman Institute of North America (*Created Equal: Men, Women and the Ethics of Shared Leadership*)
Slingshot (*Curriculum for Grantmaking with a Gender Lens Guide*)
Union for Reform Judaism (*Reform Movement Gender Equity Project*)

**Capacity Building Grants**

Footsteps (*Building an Inclusive, Welcoming and Respectful Footsteps*)
Goldring/Woldenberg Institute of Southern Jewish Life (*Spreading SRE in Southern Sunday Schools & Synagogues*)
Hillel: The Foundation for Jewish Campus Life (*Making Hillel a Safe, Respectful, and Equitable Movement*)
Ramah Camping Movement (*K’vod Ha’Briot: National Ramah Curriculum Development and Training on Sexual Abuse and Harassment*)
In 2018, SRE Network awarded five Rapid Response Grants totaling $500,000.

**Rapid Response Grants**

Clal - The National Jewish Center for Learning and Leadership (*The Gender Equity in Hiring Project*)

Jewish Women’s Archive (*Archiving #MeToo*)

JWFNY: Ta’amod (*National Resource for Safety/Respect/Equity in Jewish Communal Life*)

Sacred Spaces (*Transforming Jewish Communal Spaces into Sacred Spaces*)

Women’s Rabbinic Network (*Clergy: Safe Employees and Employers*)
We are grateful to our founding funding partners who make our community investments and other work possible.